This is the ASPARC framework.
It serves to break down the usergenerated content journey into 7
distinct phases.

Access

Sign-on

Participate

Analyse

Respond

Comply

The models in this document were built around the ASPARC framework.
For each phase, from Sign-on to Comply, there is a functional model that
provides a detailed view of the functional and architectural processes that
platforms take to achieve the objectives called out below. ‘Access’, the
process of accessing the internet, was out of scope for our investigation but
is included below for completeness.
The models are generically representative of all online platforms, however
significant areas of local diversity of implementation are highlighted. For
more detail, please refer to the report.
Click on the icons to view the models.
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Respond

Comply

Select device

Registration

Create content

Train classifiers

Relegate content
(reduce virality)

Manage appeals process

Select operating system

Establish user profile

Curate content

Auto-detect content

Remove content

Maintain MI database of
harmful content and bad
actors

Select Network access

Age verification

Post static content

Receive user signal

Select on-device safety
features

User sign in

Livestream content

Operate intelligence desk

Deploy On-Network
safety features

Connect with other users

View content
Report content

Auto-assess content
against single
classifiers
Auto-assess content
against combination
classifiers
Human moderation

Sanction user
Alert safety partners

Share safety data with
3rd party partners
Publish transparency
report

Alert law enforcement
Audit performance
Invoke content incident
protocol

In most cases this is the extent of the age
verification functionality in place.

Phase 1

Sign-on
The ‘Sign-on’ model represents the process by which a
user signs up and establishes their account. It covers
user registration, age verification, sign in and the
generation of connection requests for other users.

Some platforms operate device-level blocks
where a user has indicated that they are
underage.

The user, if underage, is directed back to the
user information page where they are
prompted to enter another date of birth.
The registration process is not
crucial for accessing content on
all platforms.

Device-level
blocking
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Many platforms, such as TikTok and
YouTube, host content that is readily
viewable to unregistered users and can be
shared via url.

Subject to this block, the user would be
unable to create an account using the device
until they reach the requisite age.

User receives
message notifying
of ineligibilty

The amount of information required
for the sign up process varies crossplatform.

This poses problems to the accurate
reporting and age-gating of problematic
content. This is explored in more detail in the
'Participate' model.

User indicates that
they are under 13

Typical user information capture includes,
the user’s full name, phone number or email
address, and full date of birth.

User prompted to
seek parental
consent

When accessing the platform using an app
on a recognised and authorised device, users
typically remain signed in.
Some platforms provide the opportunity for
parents to consent to their child activating an
account. A parent can provide consent by
entering their credit card details.

Users on some platforms can use this process to
follow topics or discussion points.
It can also be used to unfollow, block or mute
existing connections. This functionality is available
on most social media platforms.

If the user signs out, they can bypass the
process of typing in their login information
by checking ‘Remember me’ boxes where
available. This allows the platform to record
and pre-populate their username and
password in order to sign the user in
instantaneously.

Parental consent is not entirely reliable however,
as children can access their parents’ credit card
details, and the option still remains to return to
the user registration page.

This action would signal to the algorithms
generating and presenting content to the user to
cease to present content relating to the blocked
account. This is often done in response to
harassing behaviour.

Other user receives
friend request

On some platforms, users can make
use of QR codes to make connection
requests when meeting in real life.
This bypasses the need to search for
and identify usernames.

User searches for
username
User is invited to
sign up

Key

Step in user journey

User enters their
information

CAPTCHA (Completely
Automated Public Turing Test to
tell Computers and Humans
Apart) verification is in place to
ensure the account is not being
automatically created.

SSO Providers have specific and various terms
and conditions that govern the sharing of user
information.
If SSO is used, the user is not required to enter
a new password.

CAPTCHA
verification

Option to sign in
using alternative
socials

Accept

Delete
Where a connection request is
deleted, the user that sent the
request is not notified.

Age verification

User indicates that
they are over 13

Access
permissions

Sign up and
accept the Terms
of Service &
Privacy Policy

User validates
account via
verfication code to
email and/or
mobile number

User chooses
username and
sets password

User directed to
profile

These consist of ondevice permissions to
access the microphone,
camera, contacts and to
make and receive calls.

Some time later

User navigates to
platform or
associated app

User enters login
information

User periodically
prompted as to ‘people
you may know’

User accesses
their account

Login to your account
Username

juan_123

Password

**********

User makes
connection
request

User notified of
new connection

Social media accounts are typically either public or
private - this can be configured in settings upon signup or configured in account settings.

User presented with
contacts sourced from their
in-device contact list, or
alternative socials

Public accounts can be followed instantaneously, while
connection requests to private accounts require the
acceptance of the recipient user.

Login

Platform activities

Platform
Platform retrieves
retrieves user
user information
information
from
from selected
selected alternative
alternative platform
platform

Platform uses automated age
verification

Platform validates the existence of
the email address or phone number

Platform generates and sends
confirmation email or text
message

Platform stores
connection

Platform creates profile
Platform retrieves account
information

Platform curates a list of
‘people you may know’
Platform verifies user login
information
Platform curates a list of
existing contacts
Architectural overlay

In most cases this is the extent of the age
verification functionality in place.
Some platforms operate device-level blocks
where a user has indicated that they are
underage.

The user, if underage, is directed back to the
user information page where they are
prompted to enter another date of birth.

Phase 1
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These consist of ondevice permissions to
access the microphone,
camera, contacts and to
make and receive calls.

User navigates to
platform or
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User enters login
information

User periodically
prompted as to ‘people
you may know’

User accesses
their account
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Username
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**********
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Social media accounts are typically either public or
private - this can be configured in settings upon signup or configured in account settings.

User presented with
contacts sourced from their
in-device contact list, or
alternative socials

Public accounts can be followed instantaneously, while
connection requests to private accounts require the
acceptance of the recipient user.

Login

Platform activities

security
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profile/registration

database/
persistence

image recognition

external service

i

Platform uses automated age
verification

harmful content

machine learning

cloud

Platform
Platform retrieves
retrieves user
user information
information
from
from selected
selected alternative
alternative platform
platform

Platform validates the existence of
the email address or phone number

management
information capture

Authentication achieved using OpenID
Connect and OAuth2. These are
authorization frameworks that enable
applications to obtain limited access to
user accounts.
Where there is a business relationship between
platforms, architectural components are
shared.

Natural language processing is
used for text, PageRank for
network analysis, and neural
networks for image recognition.

Platform generates and sends
confirmation email or text
message

Platform stores
connection

Platform creates profile
Platform retrieves account
information

User details stored on NoSQL or
SQL databases hosted in-house
or by a Cloud service provider;
networks can be stored on
Graph databases.

The profile information will be
indexed and there will be a
primary key/ foreign key
relationship with data relating
to connections, usage and
preferences.

Platform curates a list of
‘people you may know’
Platform verifies user login
information

This storage could be provided
by a Cloud service provider.

This list is curated on the basis of collected
user information.

Platform curates a list of
existing contacts

search/analysis
Dependent on whether the user
has given the app in-device
permission to access contacts.

Depending on the platform, this can mean a
user’s historic activity (indicating interests), the
groups a user participates in, or any further
information that may indicate which accounts
a user is likely to want to interact with.

Architectural overlay

Why are you reporting this?
Violent and graphic content

On device notification is governed by
device settings. Permission to notify is
typically sought at the point an app is
downloaded.

Phase 2

Participate
The ‘Participate’ model details a user’s
engagement with content on a platform. It covers
the processes of creating, uploading and curating
content, the various methods of discovering
content to view and interact with, and the process
by which users report objectionable content.

Suicide, self-harm and dangerous acts

Push notifications come either via the
app/platform itself or via external email
notifications.

Have you checked our
content policy?
This flow is intended to represent what is
consistent across a highly divergent range of
content types, including images, videos,
audio messages and text.

Hate speech

This action takes various forms on different platforms.
Users may join a community, follow an account, subscribe
to a channel or join a community.

Content creator notified of the report
and review

Harassment or bullying

Pornography and nudity

User may subscribe to
receive further notifications

Spam

Other

This concludes the
process of posting a
piece of content.

Depending on the content type, this can include a
title, keywords or location information.

There is significant variance in the
ways in which these content types
This process is consistent across
manifest on online platforms, but for
all modalities: images, videos,
the purposes of maintaining a generic
audio messages and text.
representation, details of these
variances can be found in the
accompanying report.

This makes content easier to search, and is also
significant from a moderation perspective.

Some platforms nudge their users to
reconsider the platforms community
guidelines prior to upload.

Key
User creates or
selects content

User selects
audience for
content

To include playlists, favourite lists
and content curated by friends and
followed accounts.

Content can be moderated on the basis of
associated key words or location, to which a
particular density of harmful material has been
associated.

This is common particularly
on video sharing platforms.

User selects
content descriptors

Content is uploaded
to platform

User-curated

Users on all platforms can
search for content using key
words related to what they
would like to see.

Where content does not explicitly infringe community
guidelines but is borderline, many platforms have
implemented features that nudge users where content has
the potential to cause harm.

Content is visible
on platform

This poses challenges to user reporting the
accurate age gating of content.

To include trending pages, staff-picks
and featured content.
This is content manually selected by
platform representatives that elicits a
high level of engagement over a short
period of time.

Platform-curated

At the point of reporting a piece of content
or a user’s account, the reporting user must
select the reason for offence from a
platform-specific list of reasons.

It is common on soem platforms to signpost users to verified sources
to combat mis/disinformation. This has been a particular focus where
content has the objective of misleading users on matters of
significant real-life consequence, such as electoral interference or the
proliferation of scientifically unfounded antivax theories in the midst
of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Search

Where there is potential for other harms, platforms may signpost users
towards support in the form of charitable organisations like the Samaritans,
or online help pages.

The availability of content to view is often
dependent on the user having registered.
There are, however, exceptions to this, as
some platforms host content that is readily
viewable prior to registration and can be
shared via url.

Step in user journey

Notification

Some time later, the
user may return to
find content to view.

The scope and categorisation of these
reasons vary, but they generally consist of
the options above.
In the majority of cases,
reporting requires a user to
have registered.

User responds
positively to content

User views content

Curated content

User reports content

Content typically remains visible once ist
has been reported. It is only removed from
public view after it has been assessed.

User selects report
functionality

Report and alleged violation
recorded and investigated

User demonstrates
disinterest or dislike
Content presented by content
recommendation algorithms in
platform’s a news feed, or
recommended/explore page.

Algorithm-generated
recommended content

Links to content can be shared
through a platform’s associated
direct messaging functionality or
alternative channels.

Link to content

Livestream

Platform retrieves user
information: available audiences
Platform activities

Communities, connections and previous messaging
contacts would be relevant user information for
retrieval.
It is also relevant to consider that a user may be
prohibited from posting or livestreaming as a result of
blocking, community bans, or platform invoked
restrictions.
Where account tiers are available, some
platforms offer the user the ability to post to
broader or more targeted audiences in
exchange for a paid subscription.

Livestreaming does not fit neatly into the
flow above, as there is no interval between
upload and public visibility on the platform,
meaning no window for meaningful
intervention.

Platform monitors user’s response
to content

Content recommendation algorithms aim to rank and return
content that aligns as highly as possible with a user’s
perceived interests.

Livestreaming platforms rely heavily on
user reporting and safety by design
principles to combat harm.

Platform uses proprietary algorithm to
present content of interest

In order to do this, content is ranked against a vast range of
factors.
Factors relating to the
content may include:

Factors relating to the
user may include:
Accounts & communities
a user frequently interacts
with

View count
Watch time
Engagement
Upload date

There are broadly two approaches in industry in terms of how
these measures are weighted when combined.

Positive interaction may consist of full watch
times, liking, commenting and sharing content.
Prioritises the activity of a users
connections and communities.

The ‘social graph’ model, though successful on larger, more
established platforms, is becoming less broadly implemented
for content moderation. The ‘social graph’ is however,
becoming much more significant in the detection of harm.

Interests

The more modern ‘interest graph’ model for content recommendation, which has
had huge success on second-generation platforms, has proved itself to be much
more effective at encouraging engagement when implemented well.
Many platforms use a combination of these models, or are moving towards a
heavier reliance on ‘interest graph’ algorithmic models.

Disinterest can be registered automatically through low
watch times. Dislike can be demonstrated by disliking/
downvoting (or by a user actively choosing to ‘hide content’
where this functionality is available).

Broadly, trusted community moderators are particularly
committed and diligent users that have qualified for the
programme. They are volunteers that have a personal interest
in upholding the rules and maintaining the community feel of
the forums they participate in.

Platform appoints community
moderators

User demographic
User activity patterns

Some platforms implement community moderator
programmes. These come in many forms.

‘Social graph’ model

‘Interest graph’ model

Due to their elevated status, their reports are expedited for
review.

Focuses on a user’s historic activity on
the platform, to finely gauge their
interests.

Architectural overlay

Why are you reporting this?
Violent and graphic content

On device notification is governed by
device settings. Permission to notify is
typically sought at the point an app is
downloaded.
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This makes content easier to search, and is also
significant from a moderation perspective.

Some platforms nudge their users to
reconsider the platforms community
guidelines prior to upload.

Key
User creates or
selects content

To include playlists, favourite lists
and content curated by friends and
followed accounts.

Content can be moderated on the basis of
associated key words or location, to which a
particular density of harmful material has been
associated.

This is common particularly
on video sharing platforms.

User selects
audience for
content

User selects
content descriptors

Notification

Some time later, the
user may return to
find content to view.
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The availability of content to view is often
dependent on the user having registered.
There are, however, exceptions to this, as
some platforms host content that is readily
viewable prior to registration and can be
shared via url.

Step in user journey

Search

Where there is potential for other harms, platforms may signpost users
towards support in the form of charitable organisations like the Samaritans,
or online help pages.

This poses challenges to user reporting the
accurate age gating of content.

To include trending pages, staff-picks
and featured content.
This is content manually selected by
platform representatives that elicits a
high level of engagement over a short
period of time.

Content presented by content
recommendation algorithms in
platform’s a news feed, or
recommended/explore page.

Platform-curated

Links to content can be shared
through a platform’s associated
direct messaging functionality or
alternative channels.

The scope and categorisation of these
reasons vary, but they generally consist of
the options above.
In the majority of cases,
reporting requires a user to
have registered.

User responds
positively to content

User views content

Curated content
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Algorithm-generated
recommended content

At the point of reporting a piece of content
or a user’s account, the reporting user must
select the reason for offence from a
platform-specific list of reasons.

It is common on soem platforms to signpost users to verified sources
to combat mis/disinformation. This has been a particular focus where
content has the objective of misleading users on matters of
significant real-life consequence, such as electoral interference or the
proliferation of scientifically unfounded antivax theories in the midst
of the COVID-19 pandemic.

number of uploads

Content is visible
on platform

Content is uploaded
to platform

User-curated

Users on all platforms can
search for content using key
words related to what they
would like to see.

Where content does not explicitly infringe community
guidelines but is borderline, many platforms have
implemented features that nudge users where content has
the potential to cause harm.

number of views

User reports content

i

User demonstrates
disinterest or dislike

Content typically remains visible once ist
has been reported. It is only removed from
public view after it has been assessed.

User selects report
functionality

Report and alleged violation
recorded and investigated

number and sources
of reports

Link to content

Livestream

Platform retrieves user
information: available audiences
Platform activities

security

!

machine learning

profile/registration

database/
persistence
cloud
external service
search/analysis

harmful content

image recognition

i

management
information capture

Communities, connections and previous messaging
contacts would be relevant user information for
retrieval.
It is also relevant to consider that a user may be
prohibited from posting or livestreaming as a result of
blocking, community bans, or platform invoked
restrictions.
Where account tiers are available, some
platforms offer the user the ability to post to
broader or more targeted audiences in
exchange for a paid subscription.

Livestreaming does not fit neatly into the
flow above, as there is no interval between
upload and public visibility on the platform,
meaning no window for meaningful
intervention.
Livestreaming platforms rely heavily on
user reporting and safety by design
principles to combat harm.

Platforms use a mix of Cloud
and in-house infrastructure to
store data.

Platform uses proprietary algorithm to
present content of interest

In order to do this, content is ranked against a vast range of
factors.
Factors relating to the
content may include:

Profile information is indexed. There
is a primary key/foreign key
relationship with data relating to
connections, usage and preferences.
The storage could be provided by a
cloud service provider.

Platform monitors user’s response
to content

Content recommendation algorithms aim to rank and return
content that aligns as highly as possible with a user’s
perceived interests.

Factors relating to the
user may include:

Most platforms scan content server-side
due to limitations of running scans on edge
devices such as mobile phones.
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This means that uploaded content may be
visible on the platform for some amount of
time before it is scanned.

Accounts & communities
a user frequently interacts
with

View count
Watch time
Engagement
Upload date

There are broadly two approaches in industry in terms of how
these measures are weighted when combined.

Positive interaction may consist of full watch
times, liking, commenting and sharing content.
Prioritises the activity of a users
connections and communities.

The ‘social graph’ model, though successful on larger, more
established platforms, is becoming less broadly implemented
for content moderation. The ‘social graph’ is however,
becoming much more significant in the detection of harm.

Interests

The more modern ‘interest graph’ model for content recommendation, which has
had huge success on second-generation platforms, has proved itself to be much
more effective at encouraging engagement when implemented well.
Many platforms use a combination of these models, or are moving towards a
heavier reliance on ‘interest graph’ algorithmic models.

Disinterest can be registered automatically through low
watch times. Dislike can be demonstrated by disliking/
downvoting (or by a user actively choosing to ‘hide content’
where this functionality is available).

Broadly, trusted community moderators are particularly
committed and diligent users that have qualified for the
programme. They are volunteers that have a personal interest
in upholding the rules and maintaining the community feel of
the forums they participate in.

Platform appoints community
moderators

User demographic
User activity patterns

Some platforms implement community moderator
programmes. These come in many forms.

‘Social graph’ model

‘Interest graph’ model

Due to their elevated status, their reports are expedited for
review.

Focuses on a user’s historic activity on
the platform, to finely gauge their
interests.

Architectural overlay

Analysis of patterns, trends and behavioural
anomalies allows the platform to identify complex
behaviours, codewords or symbols used by bad
actors.

Phase 3

Analyse

Key

These are signals provided by normal users of the
platform that the content they have encountered
constitutes an infringement of community guidelines.

This could include the use of benign codewords to
convey racial hate, the use of Fred Perry shirts as a
symbol of white supremacy or the consistent
inclusion of an identifiable flag in the background of
terrorist livestreams.

The ‘Analyse’ model details the measures put in
place to analyse content and user behaviour in
order to determine whether it is harmful. These
measures include the operation of an intelligence
desk, the receipt of user signals, the application of
single and combination classifiers and the triage
process in place to prioritise content for human
review.

!

The primary function of an intelligence desk is to anticipate content
trends, and investigate harmful behaviours that are currently undetected
by a platform’s autodetection mechanisms.

From user
Law enforcement

Content which has been indicated to contain particularly serious
harm, such as child sexual exploitation, will be escalated for
human review.

Some platforms rely much more heavily on community
moderation.
Using this system, platforms empower their users to occupy the
position of moderator, to report content and sanction users that
misbehave. Due to community moderators’ accuracy and dedication
to upholding community values, their reports are expedited for
review.

This is done by investigating and addressing wider contextual factors
around static content, such as human behavioural anomalies.

Third party partners
indicate new threat

Content abides by
community guidelines

This kind of intelligence gathering activity is sometimes outsourced to
specialist companies due to the level of expertise and human capital
required. Platforms are, however, increasingly moving to establish inhouse intelligence desks.

Platform receives
signal

From community
moderator

Human moderation
Content is violating:
delete
Human review is relied on to varying degrees cross-platform.
It is always relied upon for the most nuanced, complex
decisions that involve edge cases and grey areas.
Human moderation is often outsourced to contractors,
sometimes working remotely in developing countries such as
the Philippines and India.

Due to its real- time visibility, livestreamed content is not subject to
the same amount of analysis.

Triage process

On most platforms, real-time algorithms are
not currently applied to streamed content.

Human activity on behalf
of platform

A feedback loop is maintained to
communicate the outcome of decisions.
The information is used to shape future
harm detection procedures.

Identify characteristics of harmful
material/behaviour

Platform operates
intelligence desk

New threat notifications may come from the
National Center for Missing & Exploited children
(NCMEC), the Global Internet Forum to Counter
Terrorism (GIFCT), the Internet Watch Foundation
(IWF) or other trusted third party agencies.

Where a crime has been
committed, law enforcement may
indicate the presence of harmful
matierial or a bad actor account.

All platforms are reliant to some degree on usergenerated reports.

One platform that we spoke to, by exception,
is experimenting with the real-time
application of screens for nudity and graphic
violence, however this is only partially
successful.

The combination classifier calculates an overall % probability
that content is violating. Specific threshold percentages of
probability requiring human review varies from harm to harm
according to the tolerability of false positives or mistakes.

Decisions from human
moderators are a constant
input into the data sets used
to train classifiers.

Moderation is most effectively achieved when the
content is reported and captured for human review.
In order to manage human resources effectively,
some platforms are analysing user behaviour to
predict harm (Deep Entity Classification).

Match: block and delete

Larger platforms apply more
sophisticated triage processes to
send content to specialist teams.

Content is probably
violating

NEW CONTENT
Content screened against
hash databases

Platform activities

Content that has already had significant
exposure or involves an allegation of a
particularly egregious harm will be
prioritised in the queue.

For more egregious harms such as CSAM , it is preferable to
be over-aggressive despite producing false positives. A more
conservative approach is required for classifiers assessing
hate speech for example, so as not to unnecessarily infringe
on the right to freedom of expression.

Train classifiers to detect
known unknown

Match: block and delete

Content is automatically ranked for
human review.

Content screened against database
of previously deleted content

No match

Content screened by single
classifiers
Single classifiers screen the content to generate a %
probability of the presence of harmful objects or
scenarios.
The most common single classifiers scan for nudity,
presence of a gun, drug paraphernalia or other harmful
objects, or for the presence of foul language.

Content bank

Hash database

NCMEC mediates the PhotoDNA hash database of child sexual
abuse material. GIFCT mediates the GIFCT hash database of
terrorist material.

Content moderators are provided with a more
detailed, internal version of the community
guidelines that delineate in detail permitted and
forbidden content.

Violating content is
added to the content
bank, to prevent
reupload.

Content screened against
combination classifiers

Where there may be a positive indication of harm from the
single classifiers, at this stage, platforms with more
sophisticated assessment measures would combine the
results for a more holistic assessment of the probability
content is violating.
For example, % probability that the content contains nudity
or harmful objects (guns/knives), would be combined with

EXISTING CONTENT

No significant reason
for concern

No action

% probability the content was generated from a
fake account
The country the content originated in

‘Hashes’ are digital fingerprints of offending material. Hash
databases are shared cross-industry, and exist to allow platforms
to compare new content with existing harmful material.
The only photo-hashing databases to provide a consistent
approach cross-industry are in place to tackle CSAM and terrorist
content.

Despite the provision of guidelines and training, moderation is
inherently subjective as it depends on personal interpretation
and application of guidelines. Political leanings and other
cultural considerations have been known to sway decisions in
edge cases. Moderators have been reported to make 1,5002,000 decisions per day.

The database of ‘known
bad’ content is constantly
changing as harm is
detected.

Account specific parameters, or the ‘social graph’.
This is the the platform’s holistic understanding
of the user, from the communities they interact
with, interests, connections, previous activity,
patterns of activity etc. This information can be
used to determine whether an account has a
track record of violation or has exhibited unusual
behaviours.
Although commonplace on larger, considering
the ‘social graph’ is an important ambition for
smaller platforms that are more restricted by
resource.

Architectural overlay

Analysis of patterns, trends and behavioural
anomalies allows the platform to identify complex
behaviours, codewords or symbols used by bad
actors.

Phase 3

Analyse

These are signals provided by normal users of the
platform that the content they have encountered
constitutes an infringement of community guidelines.

This could include the use of benign codewords to
convey racial hate, the use of Fred Perry shirts as a
symbol of white supremacy or the consistent
inclusion of an identifiable flag in the background of
terrorist livestreams.

The ‘Analyse’ model details the measures put in
place to analyse content and user behaviour in
order to determine whether it is harmful. These
measures include the operation of an intelligence
desk, the receipt of user signals, the application of
single and combination classifiers and the triage
process in place to prioritise content for human
review.

Key
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The primary function of an intelligence desk is to anticipate content
trends, and investigate harmful behaviours that are currently undetected
by a platform’s autodetection mechanisms.

Using this system, platforms empower their users to occupy the
position of moderator, to report content and sanction users that
misbehave. Due to community moderators’ accuracy and dedication
to upholding community values, their reports are expedited for
review.

This kind of intelligence gathering activity is sometimes outsourced to
specialist companies due to the level of expertise and human capital
required. Platforms are, however, increasingly moving to establish inhouse intelligence desks.

QA would typically involve the generation of a
precision recall curve. The benchmark of good
performance is how humans would assess the
same sample of content - if the automation is
run to a similar level of accuracy of human
assessment, this is solid grounds for it to be
implemented.

On most platforms, real-time algorithms are
not currently applied to streamed content.
One platform that we spoke to, by exception,
is experimenting with the real-time
application of screens for nudity and graphic
violence, however this is only partially
successful.
Moderation is most effectively achieved when the
content is reported and captured for human review.
In order to manage human resources effectively,
some platforms are analysing user behaviour to
predict harm (Deep Entity Classification).

Match: block and delete

profile/registration

database/
persistence

image recognition

cloud
external service
search/analysis

i

management
information capture

i

Human moderation
Content is violating:
delete

number and source
of signals

Human review is relied on to varying degrees cross-platform.
It is always relied upon for the most nuanced, complex
decisions that involve edge cases and grey areas.

Triage process
The combination classifier calculates an overall % probability
that content is violating. Specific threshold percentages of
probability requiring human review varies from harm to harm
according to the tolerability of false positives or mistakes.

Decisions from human
moderators are a constant
input into the data sets used
to train classifiers.

Match: block and delete

Content is automatically ranked for
human review.
Content that has already had significant
exposure or involves an allegation of a
particularly egregious harm will be
prioritised in the queue.

For more egregious harms such as CSAM , it is preferable to
be over-aggressive despite producing false positives. A more
conservative approach is required for classifiers assessing
hate speech for example, so as not to unnecessarily infringe
on the right to freedom of expression.

Train classifiers to detect
known unknown

Content screened against database
of previously deleted content

Single classifiers screen the content to generate a %
probability of the presence of harmful objects or
scenarios.

Larger platforms apply more
sophisticated triage processes to
send content to specialist teams.

Where there may be a positive indication of harm from the
single classifiers, at this stage, platforms with more
sophisticated assessment measures would combine the
results for a more holistic assessment of the probability
content is violating.

The most common single classifiers scan for nudity,
presence of a gun, drug paraphernalia or other harmful
objects, or for the presence of foul language.
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Content bank

Hash database
‘Hashes’ are digital fingerprints of offending material. Hash
databases are shared cross-industry, and exist to allow platforms
to compare new content with existing harmful material.
The only photo-hashing databases to provide a consistent
approach cross-industry are in place to tackle CSAM and terrorist
content.
NCMEC mediates the PhotoDNA hash database of child sexual
abuse material. GIFCT mediates the GIFCT hash database of
terrorist material.

For images, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)
are used.
For text, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), various
Natural Language Processing (NLP) algorithms are used.
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For example, % probability that the content contains nudity
or harmful objects (guns/knives), would be combined with

!

number of content
removals

Despite the provision of guidelines and training, moderation is
inherently subjective as it depends on personal interpretation
and application of guidelines. Political leanings and other
cultural considerations have been known to sway decisions in
edge cases. Moderators have been reported to make 1,5002,000 decisions per day.
Content moderators are provided with a more
detailed, internal version of the community
guidelines that delineate in detail permitted and
forbidden content.

Violating content is
added to the content
bank, to prevent
reupload.

EXISTING CONTENT

No significant reason
for concern

No action

% probability the content was generated from a
fake account

For Audio, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) are used.

The country the content originated in

For Embedded Text, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)
are used.

Account specific parameters, or the ‘social graph’.
This is the the platform’s holistic understanding
of the user, from the communities they interact
with, interests, connections, previous activity,
patterns of activity etc. This information can be
used to determine whether an account has a
track record of violation or has exhibited unusual
behaviours.

For Video, CNN & RNN are used.
The database of ‘known
bad’ content is constantly
changing as harm is
detected.
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Content screened against
combination classifiers

Content screened by single
classifiers

No match

harmful content

machine learning

Platform receives
signal

From community
moderator

Content is probably
violating

Content screened against
hash databases

Platform activities
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Content abides by
community guidelines

Human moderation is often outsourced to contractors,
sometimes working remotely in developing countries such as
the Philippines and India.

NEW CONTENT

security

Law enforcement

All platforms have quality assurance procedures
to test the efficacy of newly introduced
classifiers.

Due to its real- time visibility, livestreamed content is not subject to
the same amount of analysis.

Human activity on behalf
of platform

From user

Content which has been indicated to contain particularly serious
harm, such as child sexual exploitation, will be escalated for
human review.

Some platforms rely much more heavily on community
moderation.

This is done by investigating and addressing wider contextual factors
around static content, such as human behavioural anomalies.

Third party partners
indicate new threat

A feedback loop is maintained to
communicate the outcome of decisions.
The information is used to shape future
harm detection procedures.

Identify characteristics of harmful
material/behaviour

Platform operates
intelligence desk

New threat notifications may come from the
National Center for Missing & Exploited children
(NCMEC), the Global Internet Forum to Counter
Terrorism (GIFCT), the Internet Watch Foundation
(IWF) or other trusted third party agencies.

Where a crime has been
committed, law enforcement may
indicate the presence of harmful
matierial or a bad actor account.

All platforms are reliant to some degree on usergenerated reports.

Although commonplace on larger, considering
the ‘social graph’ is an important ambition for
smaller platforms that are more restricted by
resource.

Architectural overlay

Phase 4

Respond
The ‘Respond’ model provides detail on how
platforms respond to the finding of harmful
content. It covers the process of content removal,
the application of user sanctions and the
procedures in place to ensure that the relevant
authorities are alerted.

Sometimes user that originated the report is
notified of the action a platform takes in
response.

The Content Incident Protocol is a formalised playbook of actions
formulated by the Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism (GIFCT).

User responsible for the
report notified of followthrough

It is the process by which a platform becomes aware of, quickly
assesses and acts on potential content ciruclating online resulting from
a real-world terrorism or violent extremist event. Aimed towards
preventing the online proliferation of livestreamed atrocities, the
protocol was created in response to the tragedy in Christchurch.

Indicators of inauthenticity are commonly referred to as ‘coordinated inauthentic behaviour’ (CIB) in industry.

Some platforms have spoken of the benefits of
maintaining this feedback loop. Where a user is
able to see follow through and affirmative action
as a result of signalling harm to the platform,
they are more likely to do so again.

CIB can consist of liking too many things in too short a period,
posting too much in too short a period, or having the same
profile information as other accounts.
This behaviour points to the illegitimacy of the account and the
interference of bots for the purposes of spam. CIB is the most
common reason for account suspension.

The ultimate punitive measure platforms
take is account deletion.

Indication that the
account is not legitimate

Depending on policy and their tolerance of
bad behaviour howver, some platforms
may implement temporary account
suspensions. This would mean that the
user subject to the measure would be
unable to access their account for a
specified period of time.

Key
User creates or shares
harmful content

User notified of content
removal

User violates community
guidelines in a
particularly egregious
way

Some time later

Platform invokes Content
Incident Protocol

Under particular, platform-specific
circumstances, a platform may alert the relevant
authorities of criminal behaviour.

User notified of account
deletion

This is a sensitive area, as platforms are keen
not to become subject to legal liability in the
event that they fail to detect or pass on details
of criminal activity.

The definition of an egriegious violation and the
threshold number of violations to require account
suspension varies cross-platform.

Step in user journey

On community-moderated platforms, the
standard is defined by the user community.
Other platforms implement a ’three-strike’
system, where a user receives two warnings for
inappropriate behaviour before their account is
suspended.

Platform alerts law
enforcement

User repeatedly violates
community guidelines

All platforms recognise the importance of
consistent enforcement of user sanction.

Platform activities

Platform removes
content

Platform deletes user
account

Platform outsources
response
Platform alerts safety
partners

Account details are preserved to
prevent ban evasion.

Where content is not a direct violation of a
platform’s policies but is borderline, it will be
relegated in content recommendation
algorithms.

!

Content added to known
bad database
This data is retained in order to train a
platform’s AI/Ml tools for harm
detection.

Where new child sexual abuse material or terrorist content
emerges, platforms that are members of the NCMEC and
GIFCT consortia will contribute hashes to the shared
databases.
This contribution is entirely voluntary, and dependent on the
platform’s proprietary definitions of terrorism and child sexual
abuse. Platforms are under no legal obligation to remove
content when a match is found.
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Phase 4

Respond

Sometimes user that originated the report is
notified of the action a platform takes in
response.

The ‘Respond’ model provides detail on how
platforms respond to the finding of harmful
content. It covers the process of content removal,
the application of user sanctions and the
procedures in place to ensure that the relevant
authorities are alerted.

The Content Incident Protocol is a formalised playbook of actions
formulated by the Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism (GIFCT).

User responsible for the
report notified of followthrough

It is the process by which a platform becomes aware of, quickly
assesses and acts on potential content ciruclating online resulting from
a real-world terrorism or violent extremist event. Aimed towards
preventing the online proliferation of livestreamed atrocities, the
protocol was created in response to the tragedy in Christchurch.

Indicators of inauthenticity are commonly referred to as ‘coordinated inauthentic behaviour’ (CIB) in industry.

Some platforms have spoken of the benefits of
maintaining this feedback loop. Where a user is
able to see follow through and affirmative action
as a result of signalling harm to the platform,
they are more likely to do so again.

CIB can consist of liking too many things in too short a period,
posting too much in too short a period, or having the same
profile information as other accounts.
This behaviour points to the illegitimacy of the account and the
interference of bots for the purposes of spam. CIB is the most
common reason for account suspension.

The ultimate punitive measure platforms
take is account deletion.

Indication that the
account is not legitimate

Depending on policy and their tolerance of
bad behaviour howver, some platforms
may implement temporary account
suspensions. This would mean that the
user subject to the measure would be
unable to access their account for a
specified period of time.

Key
User creates or shares
harmful content

User notified of content
removal

User violates community
guidelines in a
particularly egregious
way

Some time later

Under particular, platform-specific
circumstances, a platform may alert the relevant
authorities of criminal behaviour.

User notified of account
deletion

The definition of an egriegious violation and the
threshold number of violations to require account
suspension varies cross-platform.

Step in user journey

Platform invokes Content
Incident Protocol
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This is a sensitive area, as platforms are keen
not to become subject to legal liability in the
event that they fail to detect or pass on details
of criminal activity.

number of account
suspensions

On community-moderated platforms, the
standard is defined by the user community.
Other platforms implement a ’three-strike’
system, where a user receives two warnings for
inappropriate behaviour before their account is
suspended.

Platform alerts law
enforcement

User repeatedly violates
community guidelines

All platforms recognise the importance of
consistent enforcement of user sanction.

Platform activities
i
security
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profile/registration

database/
persistence

image recognition

i

Platform deletes user
account

Where content is not a direct violation of a
platform’s policies but is borderline, it will be
relegated in content recommendation
algorithms.

In some cases, platforms record IP addresses
to prevent banned users from rejoining the
platform.
Facebook operate the additional parameter of
cookie detection to check on returning and
duplicate users.

management
information capture

external service
search/analysis

Platform outsources
response
Platform alerts safety
partners

Account details are preserved to
prevent ban evasion.

harmful content

machine learning

cloud

number of removals

Platform removes
content

Content added to known
bad database
This data is retained in order to train a
platform’s AI/Ml tools for harm
detection.
The known bad database is sometimes referred
to as a Content Bank. It does not necessarily
contain the bad content in its original form - more
often it contains digital representations of the
content known as embeddings.
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Where new child sexual abuse material or terrorist content
emerges, platforms that are members of the NCMEC and
GIFCT consortia will contribute hashes to the shared
databases.
This contribution is entirely voluntary, and dependent on the
platform’s proprietary definitions of terrorism and child sexual
abuse. Platforms are under no legal obligation to remove
content when a match is found.
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Phase 5

Comply
The availability of appeal is dependent on two
things.

The ‘Comply’ phase involves the processes the
platform must undertake to fulfil its auditing and
reporting responsibilities. It covers the
management of the appeals process, the
maintenance of a database of harmful content and
activity, management information data capture
and the publication of the transparency report.
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Firstly, the type of violation. Removals relating to
child sexual abuse material and terrorist content for
instance would not be appealable, however
removals on the basis of hate speech policies, spam
or nudity may be.
Secondly, the type of content removed. As a general
rule, posts, profile, page and group removal is
appealable.

User notified of the
reinstatement of the
content

Private information can be released
following appropriate legal process such as a
subpoena, court order, other valid legal
process, or in response to a valid emergency
request.

User takes no action

There are some exceptions to this, however.
On one particular platform involved in our
investigation for example, users are given the
opportunity to appeal the deactivation of an
account, but are unable to appeal the
removal of individual pieces of content.

User notified of content
removal/
misclassification

User is presented with
ability to appeal
moderator’s decision

Law enforcement
requests for information

User notified that the
content will retain
orginal classification

User appeals
moderator’s decision

The user must act within a
specified time frame.

Management information is gathered by platforms throughout the
content moderation regime. This gives insight into the efficacy of their
processes. Metrics typically gathered include:

Step in user journey

Number of pieces of content removed
Detection source of removed content

User activity, removed content and user appeal
histories are all stored by the platform. Deleted
content is preserved typically for 30-90 days.

Several platforms have been leaning more
heavily on automated content assessment tools
during the COVID-19 pandemic, due to the need
to send in-house content moderators home.

Views of removed content
Removal reason
Country/Region of removed videos

This has temporarily increased the quantity of
appeals and reinstatements.

This information serves as an input into the
content moderation process (to lend credibility
or doubt to reports of wrongdoing) and is
preserved as training material for the AI
algorithms.

Platform reinstates
content

For more information on user data retention
periods, please refer to the report.

Platform activities

Human review

Decision overruled,
content has been
misclassified

Maintain database of
user activity

Number of appeals
Number of reinstatements
One particular platform is leading in the creation and publication
of prevalence statistics. This is the most accurate measure of the
efficacy of content moderation processes, as it uses randomised
sampling to account for harmful content that is not currently
being addressed through existing measures.

Audit performance

Most platforms publish transparency reports. These publicly
available resources provide insight into the enforcement of a
platform’s community guidelines, requests for user data and
takedown requests from law enforcement and third parties.
Platforms are under no legal obligation to publish a
transparency report, but it is a widely accepted industry norm
that fosters trust in online platforms.
Transparency reports are published annually on a company’s
website.

Publish transparency
report

Appeals are usually sent directly to human review.
Automated tools are far from matching or surpassing
human capabilities in the assessment of complex,
contextual cases.
A more detailed, descriptive version of the publicly
available community guidelines is provided to human
reviewers to assist in their decision.

Original decision
supported

No further action
Architectural overlay

This document serves as a comprehensive
collection of the precedents set by previous
decisions and a record of evolving policies.

Phase 5

Comply
The availability of appeal is dependent on two
things.

The ‘Comply’ phase involves the processes the
platform must undertake to fulfil its auditing and
reporting responsibilities. It covers the
management of the appeals process, the
maintenance of a database of harmful content and
activity, management information data capture
and the publication of the transparency report.

Firstly, the type of violation. Removals relating to
child sexual abuse material and terrorist content for
instance would not be appealable, however
removals on the basis of hate speech policies, spam
or nudity may be.
Secondly, the type of content removed. As a general
rule, posts, profile, page and group removal is
appealable.

User notified of the
reinstatement of the
content

Private information can be released
following appropriate legal process such as a
subpoena, court order, other valid legal
process, or in response to a valid emergency
request.

User takes no action

There are some exceptions to this, however.
On one particular platform involved in our
investigation for example, users are given the
opportunity to appeal the deactivation of an
account, but are unable to appeal the
removal of individual pieces of content.

Law enforcement
requests for information
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User notified of content
removal/
misclassification

User is presented with
ability to appeal
moderator’s decision
The user must act within a
specified time frame.

User notified that the
content will retain
orginal classification

User appeals
moderator’s decision
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number of appeals

Management information is gathered by platforms throughout the
content moderation regime. This gives insight into the efficacy of their
processes. Metrics typically gathered include:

Step in user journey

Number of pieces of content removed
Several platforms have been leaning more
heavily on automated content assessment tools
during the COVID-19 pandemic, due to the need
to send in-house content moderators home.
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This has temporarily increased the quantity of
appeals and reinstatements.

Detection source of removed content

User activity, removed content and user appeal
histories are all stored by the platform. Deleted
content is preserved typically for 30-90 days.

number of
reinstatements

Views of removed content
Removal reason
Country/Region of removed videos

This information serves as an input into the
content moderation process (to lend credibility
or doubt to reports of wrongdoing) and is
preserved as training material for the AI
algorithms.

Platform reinstates
content

For more information on user data retention
periods, please refer to the report.

Platform activities

security
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harmful content
profile/registration

machine learning
database/
persistence

image recognition

cloud

management
information capture

external service
search/analysis
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number of legal
requests for information
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Human review

Decision overruled,
content has been
misclassified

Maintain database of
user activity

Number of appeals
Number of reinstatements
One particular platform is leading in the creation and publication
of prevalence statistics. This is the most accurate measure of the
efficacy of content moderation processes, as it uses randomised
sampling to account for harmful content that is not currently
being addressed through existing measures.

Audit performance

Most platforms publish transparency reports. These publicly
available resources provide insight into the enforcement of a
platform’s community guidelines, requests for user data and
takedown requests from law enforcement and third parties.
Platforms are under no legal obligation to publish a
transparency report, but it is a widely accepted industry norm
that fosters trust in online platforms.
Transparency reports are published annually on a company’s
website.

Publish transparency
report

Appeals are usually sent directly to human review.
Automated tools are far from matching or surpassing
human capabilities in the assessment of complex,
contextual cases.
A more detailed, descriptive version of the publicly
available community guidelines is provided to human
reviewers to assist in their decision.

Original decision
supported

No further action
Architectural overlay

This document serves as a comprehensive
collection of the precedents set by previous
decisions and a record of evolving policies.

